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Abstract—We present an all-digital measurement circuit that en-
ables wafer-level test and characterization of phase-locked loop
(PLL) response. Through modifications only in the PLL feedback
divider state machine, this technique facilitates accurate estima-
tion of PLL frequency-domain closed-loop bandwidth and gain
peaking by respectively measuring the time-domain crossover time
and maximum overshoot of phase error to a self-induced phase
step in the feedback clock. These transient measurements are re-
lated back to bandwidth and peaking through the proportionality
relationships of crossover time to reciprocal bandwidth and max-
imum overshoot to peaking. The design-for-test circuit can be used
to generate a transient plot of step response, measure static phase
error, and observe phase-lock status. We report silicon results from
two demonstration vehicles built in a 45-nm SOI-CMOS logic tech-
nology for high-performance microprocessors.

Index Terms—Bandwidth, CMOS integrated circuits, de-
sign-for-test, embedded test, loop response, measurement cir-
cuitry, peaking, phase-locked loops.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY high-speed wireline applications such as PCI
Express® require a phase-locked loop (PLL) to produce

a low-jitter clock at a given frequency while meeting stringent
jitter modulation bandwidth and gain peaking requirements.
For example, the PCI Express 2.0 standard, which specifies a
link rate of 5 Gb/s per lane, calls for either 5–8 MHz bandwidth
with peaking below 1 dB or 8–16 MHz bandwidth with peaking
below 3 dB [1]. Locktime requirements, which dictate exit
times from power-saving standby states, may further restrict
PLL bandwidth from being too low.

Wafer manufacturing process variations in the transistors and
passive elements as well as operating supply voltage and tem-
perature (PVT) variations make guaranteeing a narrow range
of PLL response difficult. For example, loop parameters such
as voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) gain may vary
by more than 3 across PVT design corners, corresponding
to a 3 spread in bandwidth. The primary motivation of this
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work is to ensure that parts comply with specification using em-
bedded design-for-test capability. The secondary motivation is
to re-program parts that do not meet specification to recover
product yield wherever possible.

PLL loop response is conventionally specified by a closed-
loop transfer function of phase modulation. Fig. 1 illustrates the
transfer functions of two PLLs with identical reference clock
and output frequencies. The transfer function shows, as a func-
tion of the modulation frequency , how the PLL responds to
a phase-modulated reference clock. Here, modulation frequency
is not to be confused with the reference input frequency itself

. The phase modulation can be intentional, such as the case
of spread-spectrum modulation to reduce electromagnetic inter-
ference [2], or unintentional, in which case it is regarded as input
noise contributing to PLL output jitter [3]. For an input phase

(1)

where is the input phase modulation amplitude, the PLL
output phase (for relatively small modulation) will be given by

(2)

where is the feedback divisor, is the PLL input static
phase offset, and and are respectively the
magnitude and phase response functions of the reference clock
modulation. The resulting magnitude response of the PLL
transfer function is therefore

(3)

which is normalized by the feedback divisor to account for
the frequency- (and phase-) multiplying action of the PLL. A
PLL behaves as a low-pass filter of reference modulation since
its output follows the reference at low modulation frequencies
but cannot track higher modulation frequencies.

PLL loop response is summarized by its bandwidth and
peaking characteristics. The PLL bandwidth, measured at the

3 dB point in the Fig. 1 curves, is chosen by balancing the
effects of reference input noise and internally generated PLL
noise to achieve the lowest PLL output clock jitter. Lower
bandwidths attenuate more noise in the reference input spec-
trum at the expense of rejecting less noise generated by the
PLL circuitry while higher bandwidths achieve the opposite.
Bandwidth targeting is a system consideration that depends
on the quality of the selected off-chip reference source and
downstream on-chip reference clock distribution as well as the
performance of the PLL given its design constraints, notably
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Fig. 1. Examples of measured PLL phase modulation transfer functions.

power consumption and area. The maximum value in the
transfer function is referred to as the gain peaking. Higher
peaking is undesirable from a jitter perspective since the PLL
amplifies phase modulation around the peaking frequency but
can be beneficial to reduce step response time. In Fig. 1, one
PLL exhibits large peaking and low bandwidth while the other
shows little peaking but high bandwidth. Similar differences
often result from PVT variations although this example is more
extreme than usual.

The PLL closed-loop transfer function is often measured on
a test bench using a sinusoidal signal generator to modulate
the reference clock and an oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer
to measure the PLL response. For example, the transfer func-
tions in Fig. 1 were obtained by modulating a 100 MHz ref-
erence clock at various frequencies (one modulation frequency
at a time) and observing the amplitudes of the resulting output
reference spurs on a spectrum analyzer. (Reference spurs are
symmetric sideband tones offset by the modulation frequency
from the PLL output carrier.) This technique may require many
seconds, sometimes even minutes, to complete. In the produc-
tion test environment, tester time is very expensive. Also, since
traditional methods often require driving the high-speed PLL
output clock off-chip, an unachievable requirement for wafer-
level testing, a part may need to be packaged before its PLL
response can be measured. This escalates the cost implication
of packaging parts that are not known good dies, especially with
the increasing integration of processor cores in costly multi-chip
module packages [4]. These realities motivate the need for a
faster, less expensive, and on-chip technique to measure PLL
loop response [5]–[9].

II. MEASUREMENT THEORY

The proposed measurement circuit performs time-domain
measurements of PLL output phase in response to an induced
phase step. These measurements are fundamentally correlated
to bandwidth and peaking in the frequency domain. The phase
of the reference clock is instantaneously advanced (alter-
natively, the phase of the feedback clock is instantaneously
retarded) and the resulting PLL phase error transient is recorded
as shown in Fig. 2. Similar to other second-order feedback sys-
tems, the PLL tends to overcorrect or overshoot as it eliminates

Fig. 2. Simulated PLL transient response to input phase step.

Fig. 3. Simulated and equation-based � versus reciprocal bandwidth
for two different input phase steps.

the induced phase error. If the PLL is underdamped, the PLL
will ring several times before settling to its final locked state.
Even an overdamped PLL will exhibit some overshoot due to
the presence of unavoidable parasitic poles in any real-world
PLL transfer function. A key metric in the PLL step-response
is , defined here as the elapsed time from when the
input step is introduced to the onset of initial phase overshoot.
Another key metric is which indicates the
maximum overcorrection in the step response.

Transient simulations seen in Fig. 3 show that
is linearly proportional to the reciprocal of the PLL’s 3 dB
closed-loop bandwidth: the lower the bandwidth, the higher
the . Not surprisingly, is insensitive to the
magnitude of the phase step which is a direct consequence
of linearity, a good approximation for small perturbation.
In Fig. 3, “52%” and “76%” denote input phase steps equal
to 52% and 76% respectively of the reference clock period.
Transient simulations also demonstrate, as seen in Fig. 4, that

is linearly proportional to the maximum
gain peaking in the PLL transfer function: the larger the

, the greater the peaking. The magnitude of
the overshoot, however, is sensitive to the size of the input
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Fig. 4. Simulated and equation-based ��������	

� versus peaking for
two different input phase steps.

step. Larger steps result in larger for a given
peaking value, which is another expected consequence of
linearity. Bandwidth and peaking values were calculated in
Figs. 3 and 4 using continuous-time frequency-domain models
of a basic charge-pump PLL [10]. Here, we assumed a charge
pump current feeding a standard loop filter consisting of
a series combination of the phase-lead-compensating resistor

and integrating capacitor in parallel with a con-
trol voltage ripple smoothing capacitor for reducing
reference spurs. We also modeled loop delays contributing to
phase lag.

To explore the validity of and
over a much wider range of loop

parameters, we completed additional behavioral simulations
to cover low-bandwidth, high-peaking and high-bandwidth,
low-peaking scenarios. In these simulations, we varied
and independently from 0.25 to 4 nominal values,

from 0.05 to 20 nominal value, and :
from 0.01 to 0.1. In the test,
the calculated bandwidth was held constant while peaking
was swept from 0.25 to 3 nominal value. The result
was simulated variation of 22% to 25%. In the

test, the simulated peaking was
held constant while bandwidth was varied from 0.2 to 4.5
nominal value. The result was simulated
variation of 12% to 20%. The maximum variations in

bandwidth and peaking occurred at the extremes of
and . The relative placement of the loop filter zero and
parasitic poles appear to play a role in nonlinear
versus behavior. In the highest bandwidth
cases, low oversampling ratios may also affect the accuracy of
the calculated bandwidths and peaking. Despite non-idealities,
these simulations still show that
and hold across a wide range of
loop parameters.

The and
relationships can also be deduced analytically to cor-

roborate simulation findings. Approximate closed-form expres-
sions for 3 dB PLL bandwidth and gain peaking already exist
for a Type II PLL as functions of damping factor and natural
frequency [10]:

(4)

(5)

In our application, we are specifically interested in how the
phase error, , evolves when excited by a phase step, ,
at . Closed-form expressions for have been derived
in [10] for the cases of critical damping , underdamping

, and overdamping : See equations (6)–(8) at
the bottom of the page. To gain insight into the relationships be-
tween bandwidth and , we solve (6)–(8) for
using the condition . Since

for a given , it is sufficient to show that .
In principle, we can also obtain by solving for

at the first instance vanishes to locate the max-
imum but the mathematics becomes prohibitive.

For a critically damped system, we arrive at

(9)

(10)

which clearly illustrate the proportionality to recip-
rocal bandwidth as well as the dependence on

independent of .
For an underdamped system, we obtain

(6)

(7)

(8)
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Fig. 5. PLL block diagram with loop measurement circuit integrated in the feedback divider.

(11)

and once again demonstrate the to proportion-
ality. In the limit , (4) and (11) can be used to show that

.
For an overdamped system:

(12)

At extremely high damping factors , is pro-
portional to while (4) shows that bandwidth approaches

. Again, is proportional to reciprocal bandwidth.
The preceding closed-form equations for phase step response

significantly under-predict at high damping
factors. In order to simplify the mathematics, they assume a loop
filter consisting of only and and ignore the effect
of the parasitic pole introduced by . The equations
also assume a continuous-time system to facilitate a simpler
-domain analysis, an assumption that breaks down from

discrete-time aliasing effects [11] as the bandwidth signifi-
cantly exceeds 10% of the reference clock frequency.

Simulations and closed-form equations show that the rela-
tionships between time- and frequency-domain PLL behaviors
justify making quick time-domain measurements and then re-
lating the results back to frequency-domain performance spec-
ifications. The circuit implementation presented in this paper
shows that the PLL step response may be captured by an all-dig-
ital, on-chip finite state machine, allowing for fast PLL char-
acterization. Silicon results demonstrate that this circuit can be

used for power-on calibration of PLL bandwidth and peaking to
compensate for process variations.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

The PLL under test (Fig. 5) is a standard integer- charge-
pump PLL [12]. The only modification is the addition of loop
measurement circuitry in the feedback divider state machine.
The feedback divider is an incrementing counter clocked by
the VCO output. The feedback divisor is pro-
grammable from 5 to 63 although only divisors greater than 7 are
used during loop measurement tests. For example, if the feed-
back divisor is 8, then the counter increments from 0 to 7 before
cycling back to 0 and repeating. , , and are pro-
grammable for bandwidth and peaking adjustment as well as for
jitter reduction. These adjustments enable a PLL bandwidth of
3 to 25 MHz and peaking of less than 1 to greater than 4 dB
to be selected. The ring-based VCO generates 1.6 to 5.0 GHz
using a reference input of 100 to 200 MHz. The measurement
circuit is exclusively a digital implementation using only stan-
dard CMOS library cells to facilitate easier porting to new tech-
nology nodes [13]. It interfaces to the existing PLL only at the
feedback divider. A standard JTAG scan interface is used to ini-
tiate the measurement and retrieve results.

A simple way to generate a reference phase step in a locked
PLL is to flip the polarity of the reference clock
to advance its phase by precisely half a clock
cycle [14]. One disadvantage of this approach is that the phase
step magnitude is only half of the reference clock period. Since

increases with step size, more accurate mea-
surements can be obtained with larger phase steps. Another dis-
advantage is that the magnitude of the step is sensitive to refer-
ence clock duty cycle distortion (DCD) which may be unknown.
Since is proportional to the magnitude of the
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Fig. 6. Timing diagram of reference clock phase step where � is the reference clock period.

phase step, another approach is necessary. One such approach,
illustrated in Fig. 6, is to measure twice and
then average the results. In the first measurement, the default ref-
erence clock polarity is used. In the second, the reference clock
polarity is inverted (by asserting a SelectInvertedRefClk control
signal), the PLL is allowed to re-lock, and then the phase step is
introduced. In this way, the average induced phase step over the
two measurements is always 50% of the reference clock period
regardless of DCD.

With respect to loop dynamics, manipulating the feed-
back clock phase to introduce a phase step is mathematically
equivalent to manipulating the reference clock phase. In this
implementation, we manipulate the feedback clock to circum-
vent DCD concerns and facilitate phase steps as large as the
entire reference clock period. The standard loop measurement
test consists of three steps. First, the feedback divider is manip-
ulated to introduce a programmable and predictable phase step
in the feedback clock. Second, the circuit measures the resulting

. Finally, the circuit measures . De-
picted in Fig. 7, the loop measurement circuit consists of
three corresponding units: step control, detector, and

detector. The step control unit performs the
additional function of synchronizing the Start signal (StartRise)
and the reference clock (RefClk) into the VCO clock (VcoClk)
domain as well as generating the RefRise and RefFall signals
that control data flow between RefClk and VcoClk domains to
overcome metastability concerns.

Fig. 8 explains how the input phase step is generated. In this
example, the PLL is initially locked to align rising reference
and feedback clock edges to each other. A feedback divisor

value of 8 is selected. When the step control unit
asserts StepEn, of 11 is loaded into the incre-
menting feedback divider. This momentary increase in the feed-
back divisor delays the next rising feedback clock (FbClk) by
exactly three VcoClk cycles to introduce an instantaneous phase
error, as is evident in the rising edges of the reference and feed-
back clocks. The feedback divisor is updated only at a rising

feedback clock to avoid corrupting the feedback divider. At the
first rising edge of RefClk after StepEn asserts, the PLL begins
to react to the induced phase error by increasing the VCO fre-
quency to re-align the reference and feedback clocks. At the
same time (when RefRise is asserted), BwEn is asserted to enable
the counter in the detector. One feedback clock cycle
after StepEn is asserted, it is de-asserted, resetting
to its default value of 8. Modifying for only one
feedback clock cycle ensures that the long-term PLL frequency
does not drift even as the phase step is applied. If
were otherwise set to 11 indefinitely, the result would be a fre-
quency step applied to the PLL, not just a phase step.

The detector (Fig. 9) detects the condition when the
PLL feedback clock has finally eliminated the induced phase
step and begins to lead the reference clock. This marks the onset
of phase overshoot and signals the end of the measure-
ment. The bang-bang (or early-late) phase detector samples
the state of the FbClk signal at every rising RefClk. If RefClk
leads FbClk, then ; if FbClk leads RefClk, then .

changing from 0 to 1 indicates the onset of phase overshoot.
About two VCO cycles after flip-flop samples the FbClk
signal, the value of flip-flop is transferred to flip-flop ,
which is clocked in the VcoClk domain. At the same time, the
previous value of flip-flop is transferred to flip-flop . So,
flip-flop effectively contains the current value of while
flip-flop holds the previous value of . If and

, BwValid is asserted to end the test by freezing
the counter . The -to- transfer is in-
tended solely to reduce the metastability risk during the transfer
of data from RefClk to VcoClk domain.

The 10-bit binary result of the test
is converted to time using

(13)

where is the nominal VcoClk period and is the in-
duced phase step size in VcoClk cycles. In this example,
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of PLL loop measurement circuits.

Fig. 8. Timing diagram of phase step induced by the feedback divider.

is 3 (11 minus 8) and must be subtracted from the measurement
because the phase step causes the PLL to produce addi-
tional VcoClk cycles during the re-lock process. No other cor-
rection factors are necessary as the latencies to start and stop
the counter (measured in VcoClk cycles) are equal and
cancel each other. The resolution of the measurement
is one RefClk period (or ) and so the measurement be-
comes much less precise as the PLL bandwidth approaches the
RefClk frequency. This is a potential limiting factor in the use
of this algorithm.

Completion of the measurement triggers
the measurement to commence. The

detector samples the PLL phase error at

each rising RefClk edge, searching for the largest phase
overshoot. Rather than using a time-to-digital converter to
determine the phase error, the detector sam-
ples the internal state of the feedback divider at rising RefClk
edges to provide a digital representation of the instantaneous
phase error. The least significant bit of this sampled divider
state is equivalent to one VcoClk period.
Fig. 10(a) traces the transient response of for
the high-peaking case of Fig. 2. In this example, when the
PLL is locked, and the PLL feedback divisor
is set to 25. The reference clock is advanced by 19 VcoClk
cycles at time , resulting in an initial of 6
(25 minus 19). The phase error is eliminated over time which
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Fig. 9. Timing diagram of � measurement.

Fig. 10. Simulated PLL transient step response captured from sampling feed-
back divider state at (a) rising RefClk edges only and (b) both rising and falling
RefClk edges for improved resolution.

causes to reach a maximum value of 24 and
then wraps around zero (at time s) to mark the onset
of phase overshoot. During initial phase overshoot, the instan-
taneous VCO frequency is higher than the nominal frequency
and so the feedback clock pulls increasingly ahead of RefClk.
This results in values increasing over time,
reaching a maximum value of 9 at time s. Eventually,
PLL feedback corrects the VCO frequency error and both
the resulting phase error and values begin to
decrease. At time s, wraps back from 0
to 24, marking the onset of undershoot. Maximum undershoot
is seen at time s where suggests
a maximum undershoot of 3 (25 minus 22). A second, smaller
overshoot of one VCO cycle appears at time s.

Fig. 11 shows the timing diagram for the implemented
detector (Fig. 7). Note that the feedback

divisor in this diagram is set to 8, the same as in Figs. 8 and 9.
The detector samples the current internal state of the feedback
divider at every RefRise pulse (where RefRise is
a synchronized version of the rising RefClk edge) and captures
the result in the register. In this implementation,

the current is compared to the previous max-
imum overshoot . If is
greater than the previous maximum value, then
replaces the previous at the next RefFall
pulse. RefFall clocks the data transfer from
to to allow for comparator latency.
To filter sampled values associated with phase undershoot,
the comparator ignores values greater than

. In this example with a feedback divisor of 8,
values of 7, 6, and 5 are ignored.

Since the feedback divider state is sampled at the assertion
of the synchronized RefRise pulse rather than by RefClk itself,
the measured result includes the RefRise syn-
chronizer latency (measured in VcoClk cycles). This synchro-
nizer latency must be subtracted from the measured

count to calculate the actual maximum over-
shoot. is captured in a separate test mode where the feed-
back divider state is sampled (as previously described) but no
phase step is applied. Since there is no overshoot to measure,
the measured value in this test mode is the syn-
chronizer latency.

The 6-bit binary result of the test, measured
in VcoClk cycles, is converted to time using

(14)

The resolution of the measurement is
(or ), and so the measurement is less

precise in PLLs with small feedback divisors as well as min-
imal peaking due to quantization effects. Fortunately, the

resolution can be doubled by synchronizing
RefClk to both true and complement phases of VcoClk and
adding some logic and flip-flops to determine the VcoClk phase
in which the rising RefClk appears. The resulting improvement
in resolution is exemplified in Fig. 10(b). So conceptually, if P
VcoClk phases are available, uncertainty can
correspondingly be reduced to .

Although we retard the feedback clock phase in our mea-
surements, we can also advance the feedback clock phase by
momentarily decreasing . If the nominal feedback
divisor is close to the maximum value of 63, then advancing
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Fig. 11. Timing diagram of ��������	

� measurement.

the feedback clock phase allows for a larger phase step. How-
ever, one downside of advancing the feedback clock phase is
inability to detect phase overshoots less than the RefClk syn-
chronizer latency.

If the PLL static phase error is larger than the maximum phase
overshoot, then the required change in the phase error polarity
does not occur and the measurement does not com-
plete. In this case, the counter saturates at its max-
imum value and BwValid remains low to indicate a failed test. If
this occurs, the feedback clock phase can be advanced instead
of retarded to guarantee a phase error polarity change. As the
static phase error magnitude approaches the maximum phase
overshoot, the measurement accuracy is degraded. However, in
this PLL, the static phase error is less than 10% of the VcoClk
period while the expected is at least several
VcoClk periods. Behavioral simulations show that a static phase
error as large as 50% of the VcoClk period produces negligible
impact on measurement accuracy.

The loop measurement circuit can also be used to generate
the time evolution of the PLL step response, similar to a time
interval error (TIE) plot. Instead of automatically detecting

and , the feedback divider count is
captured after exactly N RefClk cycles. By varying from
1 to the maximum value of 63, the transient of the PLL step
response may be plotted as in Fig. 10.

The loop measurement circuit may also be used as a lock
detector by repeatedly measuring . If does not vary,
then the PLL is locked. The static phase error may be estimated
by comparing the measured to the expected synchronizer
latency of two VcoClk cycles.

All loop measurement clocks are gated to minimize power
consumption when not in use. Sense-amplifier type flip-flops
are used for short setup time and quick resolution out of
metastability. In this implementation, VcoClk clocks most of
the state machine. If technology imposes timing constraints
at VCO clock frequencies, the state machine can be easily
re-designed to be clocked by the slower reference clock as
in [14]. In this case, the phase step should be generated by
inverting the reference clock as in Fig. 6.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The presented loop measurement algorithms and circuits
have been successfully integrated into a range of 65 nm, 45 nm,
and 32 nm processor products over a wide range of operating
frequencies [15]–[17]. In this paper, we focus on measure-
ments from two different PLL designs operating at 2.5 GHz
with a 100 MHz reference clock input. Both PLLs were fabri-
cated using a high-performance logic 45 nm partially-depleted
SOI-CMOS technology [18], [19]. The first PLL (PLL1) was
described in Section III. Details of the second PLL (PLL2) are
presented in [14]. The loop measurement circuit of PLL2 is
only different in that the phase step is introduced by manipu-
lating the reference clock. We include PLL2 measurements to
prove that the presented algorithms and circuits are effective
across a broad set of loop parameters. Programmable and

are used to vary bandwidth and peaking in both PLLs.
Nominal is 10 GHz/V for PLL1 and 2.7 GHz/V for
PLL2. PLL2 has additional programmability of 0.55
to 1.4 nominal value. is fixed at 19.9 pF (PLL1) and
40 pF (PLL2) while is fixed at 1.05 pF (PLL1) and
1.3 pF (PLL2).

Tables I and II compare measured and simulated bandwidth
and peaking at various combinations for PLL1 and
PLL2 respectively. We report results from three PLL1 parts
and a single PLL2 part. As an illustration of phase error tran-
sients captured from this loop measurement circuit, the step re-
sponses of Fig. 2 actually correspond to PLL1 Cases 2 and 9
in Table I. For PLL1, the measured results for Cases 10 to 12
are nearly identical, probably due to premature saturation.
The unexpectedly similar measurement results for Cases 1 and
2 are likely due to second-order charge-pump effects at small

. In general, measured bandwidths are higher than simulated
values while measured peaking is lower. For PLL1, the loop
measurement circuit captured and
as described in Section II using phase steps of 13 and 19
VcoClk cycles, respectively comprising 52% and 76% of the
RefClk period. For each step size and PLL setting, the loop
measurement test was run 25 times to confirm repeatability. In-
deed, run-to-run variation was bounded to within the measure-
ment resolution. For PLL2, and re-
sults were captured in a similar fashion but a phase step of 50%
was applied.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AND MEASURED LOOP PARAMETERS

AT VARIOUS PLL1 SETTINGS

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AND MEASURED LOOP PARAMETERS

AT VARIOUS PLL2 SETTINGS

The measured (Fig. 12) shows the same linear
relationship to reciprocal bandwidth as simulated data. The
slopes of the linear fits to measured data are the same for both
PLLs and are about 10% larger than the slope of the linear fit to

Fig. 12. Measured � versus reciprocal bandwidth.

simulated data. The linear fit -intercept for PLL1 is approxi-
mately one RefClk period (10 ns) higher than for the simulated
data while the -intercept for PLL2 is approximately a half
RefClk period (5 ns) higher than for simulated data.
measurements are prone to quantization error effects described
in Section III. Since this error is always positive, we expect
that the average measured will somewhat exceed the
simulated as the latter contains no quantization error.
For a few PLL1 settings, the measured is slightly
higher with the 76% step than with the 52% step although the
differences do not exceed the temporal resolution of the test

.
For both PLLs, the linear fit coefficients for to

were used to estimate bandwidth from mea-
sured values. Fig. 13 shows the errors in bandwidth
estimated from versus measured bandwidth obtained
from reference spur bench measurements. Errors are smallest in
the cases of low PLL bandwidth as the quantization errors are
correspondingly small. For bandwidths lower than 9 MHz, the
errors fall within 1 MHz. For bandwidths of 9 to 20 MHz, the
errors are less than 3 MHz. The errors are less than 4 MHz for
bandwidths of 20 to 30 MHz. In all cases, the predicted band-
width errors are within the bounds predicted by quantization
effects.

Fig. 14 shows the relationship between measured
and measured gain peaking. Although

the measurement results exhibit significant quantization ef-
fects, the slopes of the linear fits for both PLLs closely match
the slopes of the simulated data, supporting the premise that

is proportional to peaking. The slope of the
linear fit in the PLL1 76% phase step case is 43% higher than
in the 52% phase step case, close to the expected increase of
46%. The measurements follow the linear
fits within the measurement resolution with only one
exception.

For both PLLs, the linear fit of to
gain peaking was used to estimate peaking from measured

values. Fig. 15 shows the errors in peaking
estimated from versus measured peaking
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Fig. 13. Errors in estimated bandwidth from � versus measured band-
width.

Fig. 14. Measured ��������	

� versus peaking.

obtained from reference spur bench measurements. The errors
ranged from 1.0 to 1.2 dB. The repeating, linear patterns
running diagonally from top-left to bottom-right for both PLLs
show strong quantization effects. Such effects strongly motivate
the need for increased resolution in the de-
tector as described in Section III. For example, simply sampling
the reference clock with both edges of the VCO clock should
halve these errors. Note that although peaking in Figs. 14 and
15 is plotted in dB, is more accurately related
to peaking plotted on a linear scale. However, for peaking
values of 0.5 to 6.0 dB, the results remain nearly unchanged
when peaking is plotted on a linear scale since is almost
linearly related to in this peaking range.

The bandwidth and peaking errors in Figs. 13 and 15, re-
spectively, were analyzed to assess the effectiveness of the loop
measurement circuit in identifying passing and failing parts.
For PLL1, the pass criterion was the PCI Express 2.0 speci-
fication 8 to 16 MHz bandwidth with peaking below 3 dB.

Fig. 15. Errors in estimated peaking from ��������	

� versus measured
peaking.

The loop measurement circuit correctly identified all 27 mea-
surements with an out-of-specification bandwidth. The circuit
did misclassify two of nine passing cases, one of which was
1.2 MHz within specification. The circuit correctly identified all
six cases with peaking that was out of specification. However,
three of 30 passing cases were misclassified as failing. In the
worst case, the misclassified setting passed the specification by
0.21 dB. For PLL2, the applicable pass criterion was the alterna-
tive PCI Express 2.0 specification 5 to 8 MHz bandwidth with
peaking below 1 dB. The loop measurement circuit correctly
identified 17 of 18 settings that produced an out-of-specification
bandwidth. In the one failing case that was missed, the measured
bandwidth was only 0.1 MHz outside the passing range. The cir-
cuit correctly classified all ten passing settings. The circuit failed
to identify one of four settings that failed the peaking require-
ment. In the missed case, the actual peaking was 0.05 dB out-
side the specification. However, three of 24 passing cases were
misidentified as failing. In the worst case, the misclassified set-
ting passed the specification by 0.44 dB.

The simulated power consumption for the loop measurement
circuit in both PLL1 and PLL2 is about 2.5 mW when oper-
ating at 2.5 GHz on a 1.2-V power supply. The silicon area is
2750 m , although it can easily be reduced by 40–50% by re-
placing some non-critical sense-amplifier flip-flops with smaller
master-slave flip-flops and by optimizing the overshoot com-
parator. Layout area was not a serious constraint in this design.
The die micrograph of a 45 nm processor product with PLL1 is
shown in Fig. 16 [20]. Fig. 17 highlights the relative size and lo-
cation of the loop measurement circuit with respect to the floor-
plan and micrograph of PLL2 [14].

V. CONCLUSION

An on-chip, all-digital state machine can be used to accurately
estimate PLL bandwidth and peaking with potentially large sav-
ings in tester time. This design-for-test feature may be used from
wafer- to package-level testing, minimizing die and package
waste and allowing for adaptive PLL loop calibration.
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Fig. 16. Die micrograph of exemplary 45 nm processor product with loop mea-
surement circuit for PLL1 [20].

Fig. 17. PLL2 die floorplan (left) and microphotograph (right) highlighting
PLL loop measurement circuit [14].
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